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Abstract: The modern era of Information technology is nearest to the automation 
technology of each and every need. In this paper, we likely to describe a programming 
term which describes the common or clustered mechanism of identifying some of the 
search based text i.e. Snippets. People likely to search some of the key word relevant to 
their requirement, by the way there would be many relevant searched documents would 
like o display. But, identifying which is the relevant data along with some duplicated data, 
hence we have taken consideration of lexical pattern concept in to consideration in order 
to give the best relevant data. Snippet is the area of search of the relevant fact or data 
which later may converted to information. For the better usability, we like to concentrate 
on better solution, better usability. In this paper, pattern searching algorithm is used to 
retrieve the corresponding information with better performance. 
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

he day we move the same way the technology also 
moves in parallel to each other. These days, 
Information technology plays the most important role 

in automating the global market creating as of a village of 
IT. These days searching one or more snippets are usually 
presented, giving the searcher a sneak preview of the 
document contents. Snippets are short fragments of text 
extracted from the document content. They may be static 
for example, always show the first 50 words of the 
document, or the content of its description metadata, or a  
description taken from a directory site such as google.com 
or query-biased . A query-biased snippet is one selectively 
extracted on the basis of its relation to the searcher’s 
query. The addition of informative snippets to search 
results may substantially increase their value to searchers. 
Accurate snippets allow the searcher to make good 
decisions about which results are worth accessing and 
which can be ignored. In the best case, 

 
 
 
 

snippets may obviate the need to open any documents by 
directly providing the answer to the searcher’s real 
information need, such as the contact details of a person 
or an organization. Time to time the content varies , hence 
Generation of query-biased snippets by Web search 
engines indexing of the order of ten billion web pages and 
handling hundreds of millions of search queries per day 
imposes a very significant computational load 
remembering that each search typically generates ten 
snippets. The simpleminded approach of keeping a copy of 
each document in a file and generating snippets by 
opening and scanning files, works when query rates are 
low and collections are small, but does not scale to the 
degree required. The overhead of opening and reading ten 
files per query on top of accessing the index structure to 
locate them would be manifestly excessive under heavy 
query. 
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Fig.1.1 One of the snippet view 

2. RELATED WORK 
 
Search giants such as the Open Directory Project (ODP) 
and Yahoo utilize tens of thousands of human editors to 
create and maintain a list of web site descriptions, In 
Commonsense, a mechanism for producing short coherent 
snippets to summarize web pages and describe web 
search results can do it automatically – without human 
intervention. As of December 1998, 85% of Web users 
used search services to locate Web pages and 60% used 
Web directories [Kehoe and Pitkow, 99]. On the other 
hand, in the same survey 45% of the users stated that one 
of the biggest problems of using the Web was the inability 
to find the information they were looking for. There are 
some well-studied reasons why finding information using 
Web search engines is not always successful. No single 
search engine has indexed the entire Web. As of August 
1999, FAST reports to have indexed the largest number of 
pages – 200 million (less than 25% of the estimated size of 
the index able Web), while an independent study showed 
no search engine to index more than 16% of the Web 
[Lawrence and Giles, 99]. Another factor that decreases 
search engine usefulness is the dynamic nature of the 
Web, resulting in many “dead links” and “out of date” 
pages that have changed since indexed. But even 

excepting these factors, finding relevant information using 
Web search engines often fails. 

Representations designed for finding new information 
seek to surface a page’s relevant content. The most 
widespread search-based representations are summary 
text snippets that accompany Web search results. Text 
snippets are capable of encoding significant amounts of 
information but suffer from two problems. First, they take 
up a great deal of space; we estimate a three-line snippet 
uses around 80x800 pixels. Second, text snippets do not 
capture visual information about Web pages and therefore 
lose spatial structure and visual features that may help 
determine relevance 
 

3. METHODS 
 
Automatically extracts descriptions of web sites based on 
the way the pages and text are laid out. According to 
recent tests performed by the commercial search engine 
Google, Snippet is estimated to cover about 5% of all 
pages found on the Web, with approximately four to five 
descriptions per page. This estimate marks a great 
advancement on the state-of-the-art of web page 
description collections (directories like Yahoo! and the 
ODP), which currently cover (together) less than 0.5% of 
the Web, by employing tens of thousands of human editors 
to maintain their collections. In comparison, Snippet 
requires no manual editing, and is able to describe at least 
10 times as many Web sites. 

 Let us consider a word to be searched in the search 
engine like Boing750, once the search engine takes it 
takes the data from various web pages which already get 
indeed. These results suggest that for trending queries, 
displaying new content in the snippet can be quite 
valuable. On manual inspection, we noted that several of 
the baseline snippets for the trending queries also 
contained very timely content. In all of these cases, the 
search engine had recently crawled the page, so the 
cached version contained very fresh content. To better 
understand the impact of the time between cache and 
crawl, we further broke down the data for our trending 
queries based on the age of the cached page. For 58 of 
the 173 trending queries, the cached page had been 
crawled very recently, within one day or less (called fresh). 
For the other 115 queries, the cached webpage was over 
one day old when the cached page was fresh and thus 
likely similar to the live page, the baseline snippet was 
preferred over the temporal snippet generated using the 
difference between the two pages. We compared the  
performance of clustering algorithms on collections of  
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search engine snippets and on their corresponding Web 
documents. The quality of STC clusters on snippets was 
some 20% lower than on Web documents. We believe this 
to be a moderate decrease in quality that shows that 
snippet clustering is a reasonable approximation to 
document clustering. This moderate decrease in quality is 
surprising as a Web document contained approximately 10 
times more words on average than a snippet. 
Commonsense makes use of the extracted descriptions to 
produce short coherent snippets to describe Web search 
results. “The output of In Commonsense, descriptions for 
search engine results, was rigorously evaluated against 
the current output of commercial search engines. This was 
done by way of an online experiment with over 1000 
participants.  
 
We explore the effectiveness of including new webpage 
content in search result snippets. We develop a technique 
for identifying important new content on a webpage, and 
generate several types of snippets that take advantage of 
this information. We conducted a study in which people 
judged these temporal snippets versus baseline snippets 
for 465 unique query-URL pairs for two types of queries: 
general and trending. The results demonstrate that for 
trending queries searchers prefer temporal content over 
static content. By leveraging temporal webpage 
information in snippets, we can better indicate the 
relevance of the page to the query and enhance the 
searcher’s experience.  
 
 

 
Fig. 3.1 Showing the Architectural Analysis and design of 
Snippet Area of data. 

Researchers have recently studied temporal features of 
snippets. It has been identified temporal expressions in 
WebPages, and developed snippet generation algorithms 
that included explicit temporal expressions in sentence 
selection. Subjective evaluations of 
 
the usefulness of temporal expressions were obtained for 
10 queries. Campos examined the extent to which queries 
and search snippets contained explicit temporal 
expressions. They found that snippets were a rich source 
of temporal information and could be used to identify 
whether queries had a temporal intent. Our research differs 
in that we focus on changes in page content rather than 
explicit mentions of time, and we present a more extensive 
user study with comparisons to a baseline non-temporal 
snippet.
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4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we looked at how different representations of 
Web pages affected people’s ability to recognize new 
relevant Web content and return to previously viewed Web 
pages. We found that our novel visual snippets support 
search while being significantly smaller than text snippets, 
and are particularly valuable for revisitation. to determine 
the impact of including new content in search result 
snippets for general and trending queries. Our results 
indicate that users find new content useful for trending 
queries and when the cached page content is older. A 
snippet blending static and temporal information also 
appears beneficial, particularly for trending queries. In 
future work we hope to study re-finding behavior, which 
accounts for a significant portion of web search activity. 
Temporal snippets may be particularly valuable when the 
user has seen the snippet before. We believe our findings 
can be used to significantly improve people’s search and 
browse experiences. Small representations like the visual 
snippets allow a greater number of results to be viewed at 
once. This is particularly important on mobile devices, 
where screen real estate is limited, but also important for 
history functionality where a large number of pages must 
be viewed together. 
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